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BEHAVIOR OF LONG-LIVED FISSION PRODUCTS IN SODIUM

J. C. Clifford

ABSTRACT

Long-lived fission products have been introduced into a small, forced

convection sodium loop by imnersing a trace-irradiatedplutonium alloy

in the flowing sodium. The distributionof plutonium, 90Sr, 137CS, and
155

Eu in the loop, over periods of 1000-3000h, has been observed by in

situ gamma scanning of loop components and by radiochemicalanalysis of

traps and metal specimens removed from the loop. Hot trapping, cold

trapping, and graphite adsorber experimentshave been conducted.
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INTRODUCTION

If the quantities involved are large, the be-

havior of radioactivityrelease to sodium coolant

from failed or vented reactor fuel elements may lim-

it access to portions of the primary coolant system

and may affect the consequencesof a loss-of-cool-

ant incident. In such cases, it may be desirable

to scavenge fission products (as well as uranium

and plutonium) from the coolant.

The work described here is part of a program

concernedwith the effects of long-time contact be-

tween trace-irradiated,plutonium-containingfuels

and 500-700”C sodium. Assuming that isolated fuel

failures (withoutchange of state) will occur in a

large fast breeder reactor, this program is intend-

ed to supply experimentalevidence relative to the

following questions. (1) Could access to portions

of a sodium primary coolant system be restricted

because of an accumulationof long-lived,energetic,

gamma-emittingfission products? (llzeproblem of

mass transport of activated corrosionproducts from

the core area is not consideredhere). (2) Could

fission products and plutonium present in sodium

accidentallyreleased from the primary coolant sys-

tem contributesignificantlyto external prompt gam-

ma dose or to inhalation dose?

llzreeareas of investigationhave been estab-

lished: (1) mechanisms for release of radioactivity

to sodium from fuel at normal operating temperatures,

(2) behavior of fission products in sodium, and (3)

methods for concentratingactivity at selected loca-

tions within the primary coolant system. Single iso-

topes, trace-irradiated(U,PU)C, and irradiated Pu-

Co-Ce alloys are being used in these investigations.

Only experiments concerning the behavior of long-

lived fission products released from Pu-Co-Ce alloy

to sodium are presented here.

Because the entire spectrum of fission products

could not be examined experimentally,several iso-

topes were selected on the basis of half-life, yield,

and chemical characteristics. These are shown in

Table I along with their half-lives and chemical

Table 1

Isotopes of Pximry Interest in Fission
Pmd.ct Distribution Studies

~emi ..1 scdiu.-

lEEJ!s_ CsteRoly Extractable
90Sr 28 Y..IY alk.line earth met.1 yes

137ti
S0 years .lk.li metal Ye.

1311
8.0s days halogen Y..

144k
285 diys rare earth metal no

9sz. 6S days refractory 9et,1 n.

106Ru 1.0 y... transicim .et.l no
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groups. Some isotopes thought to be completelyin-

soluble in sodium have been included,but these will

be investigatedonly until their lack of volubility

has been demonstrated.

EXPERIMENTALTECHNIQUES

A high purity alloy of plutonium, cobalt, and

cerium with a melting point near 435°C is used as

the source of fission products for the experiments.

Contact of this fuel, in the molten state, with so-

dium rapidly releases the extractableisotopes and

has proved a convenientmethod of introducingfis-

sion products into sodium solution.

h open-mouth containerpartly filled with the

liquid fuel alloy is suspended in a forced convec-

tion loop, and regions of interest in the loop are

monitored using a movable scintillationdetector

and a multichannel analyzer. The distributionof

pure beta emitters and low energy gamma emitters is

obtained by radiochemicalanalysis of metal speci-

mens, sodium, and traps removed from the system.

Figure 1 is schematic of the stainless steel

forced-convectionloop. ‘l%eloop consists of three

vertical legs, a resistanceheater, an air heat

dump, and a regenerativeheat exchanger. The loop

No LEVEL

IRRADIATE
FUEL

‘RECUPERATOR

Fig. 1. Forced convectionsodium loop.

contains approximately 100 in? of sodium flowing at

a maximum rate of 300 lb/h. The leg which contains

the irradiated fuel is lead-shielded,and fuel is

inserted and removed through a gas lock and shielded

handling can at its top. The other legs accept met-

al specimens,which can comprise as much as 25% of

the sodium-wet surface of the system. The loop is

operated at 150-600”C,and the maximum differential

is 300”C. A section of piping above the finned cool-

er in the cold leg is removable, allowing insertion

of traps into the loop.

Because the distributionexperimentshave used

irradiated,stored fuel, no data have been collected

for the shorter-livedisotopes
131

I or “Sr. New-

ly irradiatedmaterial has not been used because the

resolution availablewith the 3 x 3-in. NaI(Tl) scin-

tillation detector is not sufficient for detailed

analysis of multicornponentgamma spectra. By sub-

stituting a solid-state detector and a larger ana-

lyzer, a significant increase in resolution can be

obtained. The change in resolution is shown in

Fig. 2, which compares the spectra obtained from

ENERGY

NaI (Tl) Ge (Li)

Fig. 2. Gamma spectra obtained with a 3 x 3-in.
NaI(Tl) detector and with a 5-cm3 planar Ge(Li)
detector.

irradiated Pu-Co-Ce with the NaI system and with a

S-cm3 Ge(Li) detector operating in anticoincidence

with an annular NaI detector. [’lhetwo peaks at the

high energy end of each spectrum are

ure 3 shows the shields, hoists, and

the movable solid-state system which

for higher resolution experiments.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. General

60 -
Co]. Fig-

cryostat for

will be used

The liquid-fuelalloys have provided activity

f;r experiments in which oxygen levels were control-

led by a zirconiumhot trap, a full-flow cold trap,

1
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Fig. 3. Shields, cryostat, and hoist for Ge(Li) gamma-ray spectrometer.

or a diffusion cold trap, and for an experiment in

which a graphitebed was used to scavenge residual

activity from the loou. Informationhas been ob-

tained for ‘OSr, 106Ru, 125Sb, 137CS, 144Ce, 1S5EU,

and total plutonium. Table II summarizes the ranges

Table II

Extremes of RadioactiveContaminationDetected
. -. . . .. . - .mrer ulscrlouclonExperiments

Range of Contamination
In Sodium On Stainless Steel

E2Q?lE
90Sr

106Ru

125Sb

137CS
f

144ce

155Eu

4

239Pu

(dis/min.g)

4X104- 12X104

= 100

T 3500

2 X 104 - 1.8 X 106

72

290-2400

< 1.4 x 104

(dis/rein-in?)

8 X 104 -4X106

< 200-2300

< S0-4600

2.3 X 105 - 7 X 107

790-s000

9X104-. 4X1O5

300-3.5x 104

of contaminationlevels found in sodium and on stain-

less steel after 2000-4000 h of oueration in three

experiments. ‘lhe137CS, ‘OSr, 15SEU, and 239Pu con-

tamination levels were the highest, with 137Cs lev-

els reaching approximately 1 pCi/g in sodium and 30

vCi/in! on stainless steel. The other isotopes were

detected in bulk sodium as a few hundred dis/min-g

sodium, or less, and were present as surface contam-
2ination to the extent of a few thousand dis/min-in,

In general, the highest surface contaminationlevels

were observed on stainless steel in the coldest por-

tion of the loop. The lowest levels were in high

temperatureregions.

The general behavior indicated in the table had

been anticipated in light of the chemical character-

istics of the species and the results of some distri-

bution experimentsperformed several years earlier.

fiese earlier experiments consisted of encapsulating

the fuel alloy with sodium and irradiating the cap-

sules at 450 and 550”C. Radiochemicalanalysis

5



showed that approximately99% of the 137CS extract-

ed to the sodium phase, along with 90% of the 90Sr

and 95% of the *55Eu.
106

Ru, Ce, 95Zr, and 125Sb

remainedbehind.

90Sr and 137Cs, the species found in greatest

abundance in the loop experiments,differed in be-

havior as shown in Table III. Here, the measured

sodium contaminationlevels at the end of an exper-

iment are comparedwith the levels which would have

existed had all the released activity remained in

solution. These latter values appear in the column

labelled “Beginning,”and were obtained by assuming

that 99% of the 137CS and 90% of the ‘OSr from the

fuel were released to the sodium at the first mo-

ment of contact. These upper limit values were com-

pared with the sum of the experimentallydetermined

activitiesin the system at the end of each test,

and the agreementwas satisfactory,except for 90Sr

in the full-flow cold trap e~eriment. Apparently

the assumed release fractions are realistic, al-

though the release rate, obviously,is not. For

the graphite bed experiment,the initial specific

activitiesin Table III are measured values. ‘he

time-dependentbehavior of
137

Cs showed that very

little change was occurring at the end of each ex-

periment, and the same is assumed to hold for 90Sr.

Of the strontium released during the hot trap exper-

iment, only a small fraction [less than 1/200) re-

mained with the sodium. Essentiallyno change in

strontium level occurred during the graphite scav-

enger experiment,probably because strontium had

been fixed in place in the loop during the previous
137experiment. Cs was not so readily removed from

solution as ‘0Sr, and the full-flowNa20 trap was

the least effective of the 137
Cs scavenging tech-

niques. However, difficultiesin controlling the

trap temperaturemay have contributedto this con-

dition.

By describing the individual experimentsand

their results in more detail it should be possible

to present a better qualitativepicture of the be-

havior of 137CS, and of ‘OSr as well.

B. ZirconiumHot Trap Experiment

me experimentusing zirconium to control oxy-

gen level consisted of submerging trace-irradiated

fuel in the 600”C fuel leg and a stainless steel and

zirconium foil assembly in each of the other legs.

137CS was identified in the coldest leg (500”C)a

few hours after the fuel had been inserted. During
137

a month at constant temperature,the Cs level in

the cold leg decreased slowly. Next, temperatures

were lowered to 500”C in the fuel leg and 300”C in

the cold leg, and
137

Cs activity continued to de-

crease. Rapid temperaturecycling of the cold leg

between 300 and 500°C had trivial effects on
137CS

activity level and distribution.

As can be seen in Fig. 4, cesium lost from the

sodium-filledportion of the cold leg moved into a

3-in. band above the liquid level. The activity

peak coincideswith the top of the thermal insu-

lation, Similar 137Cs deposits were detected in the

other legs. fie second 137Cs deposit in the cold

leg extends axially throughouta 5-in.-long tube

packed with wire mesh. Cesium was detected else-

where, but in negligible amounts (per unit surface)

compared with that in the mesh.

At the end of the experiment approximately60$

of the available 137Cs had transferredthrough the

liquid/gasinterfacesand had condensed on cold

stainless steel walls. Approximately5% remained in

Table III

Reduction in Sodium ContaminationOuring Small Scale Loop Experiments

Sodium Contamination
(dis/min-g) Reduction

Beginning End Factor

Experiment 90Sr
137CS

90Sr
137CS

‘OSr
137CS

——
Zr Hot Trap 3.21 X 106 4.71 x 106 1,52 X 104 2.34 X 105 212 20

Graphite Scavenger 1.52 X 104 2.34 X 105 1,13 x 104 2,43 X 104 1.3 9.6

Full-Flow Cold Trap 1.74 x 106 2.59 X 106 5.18 X 103 1.79 x 106 336 1.5

.
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Fig. 4. Distributionof
137

Cs in the cold leg of a
zirconium-getteredsodium loop.

solution in sodium, and the remainder was distrib-

uted among the two hot traps and the other sodium-

wet surfaces of the loop. Both zirconiumhot traps

were analyzed radiochemically. Plutonium,90Sr,

and ’37Cs had segregated to the stainless steel por-

tions of the trap that had operated at 300-500”c.

Contaminationlevels here were higher, by factors

of 20-50, than in correspondingsections of the

trap that had operated at 500-600”C. Cesium was re-

covered from all metal surfaces without difficulty

by alcohol rinse, while
90
Sr and plutonium required

acid leaching.

c. Graphite Bed

To determinewhether
137

Cs previously deposit-

ed on sodium-wettedstainless steel was recoverable,

a bundle of spectroscopic-gradegraphite rods was

submerged in the cold leg of the loop. Figure 5

shows the activity distributionbefore graphite ad-

dition and a month later. The loop was operated in

the 11O-3OO”C range for a total of 50 days, and the

graphite collected cesium from stainless steel tub-

ing and mesh surfaces. The average contamination

—

.

——_ BEFORE CARBON
AODITION

700H AFTER
CARBON AODITION

=___
----__--—

-
0 20

v RELATIVE COUNTINGRATE

Fi . 5, Effect of graphite on the distributionof
139cs in the cold leg of a sodium 100P.

level of the mesh surfaces was reduced by a factor

of 40, to a final value of 3.8 x 105 dis/min-in?

During this same 50-day period the cesium activity

at the walls in the gas space was reduced by half.

Although the bed collected activity during the

entire test period, an apparent redistributionof

activitybegan 2/3 of the way through the test.

The use of graphite to recover significant frac-

tions of the
137

Cs previously spread throughout a

sodium system (in solution and on stainless steel

surfaces) might be effective if it could be estab-

lished that negligible carbon were introduced into

solution and transportedto surfaces where carburi-

zation could not be tolerated.

D. Full-Flow Na20 Cold Trap

To investigatethe effect of cold trapping on

90Sr and 137Cs levels in sodium, a small full-flow

cold trap was inserted in place of the removable

trap section of the loop (Fig. 1).

A schematic of the trap appears in Fig. 6, The

trap consists of a regenerative cooler and a thin-

walled bulb filled with stainless steel mesh. With

7
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Fig. 6. Distributionof
137

Cs in cold trap.

the trap bulb operating at 17S”C, oxygen (as NaOH)

was added to the loop. The solid line on the graph

(Fig. 6) shows the axial distributionof 137CS scav-

enged from the loop during this period.

After the cold trap had stopped scavenging
.““
13/

Cs,

tional

loop.

500”C,

300”C.

specimens of stainless steel mesh and addi-

trace-irradiatedPu-Co-Ce were placed in the

The fuel and one mesh specimen were held at

and the other mesh specimen was held at

‘he axial distributionof
137

Cs in the cold

trap 12 days after addition of fuel is represented

by the dashed line in Fig. 6. me two distribu-

tions have the same characteristics;in each case

the largestpeak is associatedwith a spider used

to maintain spacing between the concentrictubes in

the bulb. The second peak is aligned with the in-

side bottom,plateof the cold trap. ‘he lowest

peak occurs in the region where the shell covering

the cooling fins is attached to the recuperator.

Whether the 137Cs distributionis patterned after

the distributionof sodium oxide is unknown. me

distributionof activity did not change appreciably

during the remaining 2-1/2 months of operation.

However, the total
137

Cs activity in the trap was

affected by small changes in trap temperatureso

that a steady-statecondition was not attained.

The distributionof 137CS and ‘OSr at the end

of the test is shown in Table IV. The agreementbe-

8

Table IV

Distributionof
90
Sr and 137CS After

Full-Flow Cold Trap Experiment

90Sr
137a

[dis/min] ~dis/min]

Na20 Trap Bulb 2.69 X 107 2.52 x 109

Na20 Trap Bleed Valve 0.02 x 107 0.60 X 109

Cold Leg Mesh (downstream)l.60 x 107 0.48 X 109

Hot Leg Mesh (upstream)

Loop Sodium

Total

Fuel Pin Inventory
before Test

% Activity Accounted
for

0.68 x 107 0.02 x 109

0.88 x 107 3.14 x 109

5.87 X 107 6.76 X 10$

3.25 X 109 7.64 X 109

1.8% 88.5%

tween the ‘0Sr recovered and that available from the

fuel is poor, and the only appropriateobservation

seems to be that strontium segregated to the cold

trap. Per unit area of stainless steel surface, the

cold trap mesh contained about eight times more ‘OSr

than the mesh operated at 500”C.

The 137Cs agreement in Table IV is better. At

the end of the test, 88.5% of the activity available

from the fuel was recovered. Sodium in the loop con-

tained 46% of the
137

Cs recovered, and the Na20 trap

accounted for an additional 38%. A l/4-in.-diane-

ter bleed line on the downstream side of the cold

trap contained 9% of the activity, although there

was no flow in this line during the experiment, The

net amount of 137Cs transferred from sodium to gas-

filled sections was trivial.

‘he fact that a small diameter bleed line (whose

activity pickup was diffusion-limited]contained l/4

as much 137Cs as the larger full-flow cold trap lo-

cated upstream indicates that the full-flow trap was

not a particularly effective scavenger. Whether the

small amount of 137CS transferredto the gas-filled

section in this experiment (contrastedwith the a-

mount transferred in the hot trap experiment) results

from lower sodium-gas interface temperaturesor from

the presence of a cold trap is unclear. (The trans-

port of 137Cs from sodium to the vapor phase is be-

ing investigated in another portion of the program).

E. Na20 Diffusion Cold Trap Experiment

Because of the difficulty in maintaining close

temperaturecontrol over the Na20 full-flow cold
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trap, a diffusion cold trap was substitutedto de-

termine whether Na20 affects the distributionof
137

Cs or whether the distributionis determinedby

temperature alone. ‘he experiment consists of: (1)

establishingan equilibriumwith respect to 137CS

before significantNa20 has been added to the trap,

(2) adding large amounts of NaOH to the system in

an attempt to upset this equilibrium and, (3) add-

ing zirconium foil to the high temperaturesection

of the loop to remove oxygen from the cold trap and
137

observing any Cs redistribution. At present the

experiment is in the second phase.

SUMNARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1.

2.

3.

4.

The phenomena observed here are not novel.

They have been reported in conjunctionwith re-

actor experimentsin this country and abroad.

‘he fact that similar behavior has been seen

in these experiments adds weight to the belief

that small scale studies can be useful.

The results of these experiments are interest-

ing enough that a more systematic investiga-

tion of fission product distributionand trap-

ping is being undertaken, including determina-
1311 95zr

tion of the shorter-livedisotopes , ,

140Ba. The immediate goals are to identify so-

dium-solubleisotopes and to examine the ef-

fects of primary coolant system construction

materials, design features, and operating con-

ditions on these isotopes.

All isotopes for which data were obtained had

segregated to the cold portions of the sodium

system under all operating conditions. Appre-

ciable fractions of the activities released to

the sodium system were removed from solution

by one means or another, although the effects

of such variables as temperature,temperature

gradient, and sodium purity are unknown. Of

the isotopes considered,only
90
Sr and 137CS

appear to be of any consequencein the experi-

ments.

‘he difficultywith which ‘OSr has been recov-

ered from metal specimens, the low levels of

‘OSr contaminationin sodium, and the lack of
90

evidence for any redistributionof Sr in the

sodium system indicate that strontium, once

deposited from sodium solution, is fixed in

place. No attempt has yet been made to iden-

,

tify deposition mechanisms or rates

s. lhe ease with which 137CS has been recovered

from analytical specimens, together with the

migration of cesium from liquid to gas phase

and its recovery within the sodium system by

several techniques, suggests that it is very

weakly adsorbed on sodium-wet surfaces. In

these experiments cold trapping was the least
137effective method for reducing the Cs content

of contaminatedsodium. No attempt has been
137

made, as yet, to identify Cs depositionmech-

anism or rates. Although some rate data have

been obtained for 137Cs, they are influenced to

such a degree by the type of fuel used (i.e.,

liquid metal) and the experimental configura-

tions that they have not been reported.

6. In interpretingthese observations,it should

be remembered that the source of activity was a

liquid metal in which all fission products prob-

ably existed in the fully reduced state. Depar-

tures from this condition,brought about by sub-

stitution of oxide and carbide fuels for the

liquid Pu-Co-Ce alloy, have not been discussed.
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